I UNDERSTAND that I am asked to try to give to you who are concerned, or who may become concerned, in the administration of governmental bureaus provided to secure the development of the gas industry and the regulation of gas companies, the ideas that the gas industry holds of the obligations of such bureaus to the public and to the gas companies, and of the proper methods of procedure in such regulation arid development. While I fully believe that what I have to say expresses the general opinion of tha American gas industry, I want you to know that I am not delegated by the industry, or by any gas company, to speak for it in this matter.
The limit of time placed upon me in the invitation to address you, and which I shall but slightly exceed, indicates that I am expected to confine myself to a very general discussion of our subject I regret this limitation because it cuts from proper consideration many important mooted questions, among others of perhaps only less importance, methods of valuation and of charging, of determining upon what amount of investment the owner is entitled to earn a profit, and of so arranging schedules WAI£TON CLARK, [J. F. I. that each customer shall contribute his proper share of the cost of maintaining the gas service. I ask you to have in mind as I talk to you. that I am a layman and speaking the language of a layman to a body of lawyers. I shall tell you the story that I bring as I would tell it to any body of men of a profession other than my own, without an effort to make it other than a plain tale and without thought as to how differently it may appeal to the legal mind than to the lay mind.
, I have no list of decisions or ci.tations. The purposeI have in mind is not to enquire what courts and commissions have established as to the relations between public and public service corporations--gas companies in particular--but to consider what courts and commissions reasonably may be expected to establish in the intelligent performance of their duties--what they must establish to meet the obligations they have accepted, namely, to secure to the public good gas service at a reasonable price, and to the investor the profit that will be a fair retu.rn upon his investment and will hold him, and; as becomes necessary, induce others to the investment.
Also I ask you to. remember that we of the public service industries--owners and employees--are American citizens, having the same interest in the establishment and maintenance of correct principles of government, and the wise performance of all governmental functions, as have all other American citizens; and that we necessarily look at the problems we are to discuss to-day not only from the view-point of the operator of a public utility seeking opportunity to perform his function creditably, and usefully, and of the investor in such a utility seeking to protect hi's investment, but also from t.he view-point of the citizen seeking to establish and maintain the best ideals and forms of government and in every way possible to strengthen the social fabric.
There are conveniences, comforts and protections of urban life possible to combined effort, impossible to individual effort. Such of these as confer benefits impossible of. accurate measurement and of apportionment of cost in proportion to benefits received, or as are of equal benefit to each citizen-each citizen's proper use being of immediate interest to all citizens because of the direct influence on the general health and order, such conveniences, comforts and protections are ordinarily at the general expense and paid for in taxes. Such are police and fire protection, sewage facilities and the administration of justice. Other such conveniences, comforts and protections, impossible of individual provision, conferring benefits that are susceptible of accurate apportionment of cost, and utilized by the citizen if and when he will, and in quantity as he desires, and as are substantially without the factor of general benefit from individual use, are ordinarily provided at a price per unit of service rendered. Such are the gas supply, the electricity supply and the street car service.
There is no question of the importance of each of these agencies of civilization or of the duty of government to secure their benefits .to the citizen. On this point, Mr. Walter L. Fisher, recently Secretary of the Interior, closes his essay, "The American Municipality," with these words: "What must be recognized is that the city cannot escape its primary obligation so to develop and control its public utilities, whether in public or in private hands, that they shaIl be effective instruments for the service of the individual citizen and the development of the organized community."
The development and control of public utilities being a function of the state, and the state having power to delegate its functions, this function of development and control may be performed .directly by the state or by such delegate, whether company, municipality, commission or. other, as the state may select or create for the purpose.
Since Mr. Fisher wrote his essay in I9o6, the legislatures of the majority of the states of the Union have delegated this duty and authority to so-called Public Utility Commissions. The power of decision in matters of price of ga's, quality of gas, character of service, raising of capital, issuance ~f securities, etc., so far as ~heretofore a function of gas companies generally, has been taken from them and lodged in state commissions. With this shift in power from company to commission necessarily has occurred a corresponding shift in responsibility.
Such state created commissions are now in existence in about forty states and territories. The group of states having commissions chaxged with full or with some lesser measure of control of gas companies, and with responsibility for the pro-\\:'ALTON CLARK. [J. F. I. tection and extension of the gas industry, now includes all of the larger states and contains about ei.ghty per cent. of the total population of the Union. Therefore, the condition which Mr. Fishe:r declares to be an unescapable municipal obligation to secure, must now be secured through the action or with the consent of a state public utilities commission in most of the states of the Union.
It is profitless to discuss the necessity to the public good for the formation of state commissions to develop and regulate gas companies, as it is to study the causes of the public agitation resulting in commission legislation. Commissions are a fact, and the gas industry generally will admit that where operated with intelligent good intent they will afford a solution of the difficulties ever existent where a corporation has a monopoly of the supply of a necessity. We of the gas industry do this without abatement of our claim that in the past we have properly ordered our affairs and have been in the best sense public servants. Our past is our convincing witness.
We gas men, by our experiments, by our searc,hing of the laws of nature, by our canvassing, by our insistence and persistence in getting consumers to use appliances that would be useful to them and save them money, have so extended the sale and reduced the cost of gas, while greatly improving the quality, that we have been enabled to reduce the price per unit to 40 per cent. or less of what it was a generation ago. This is truly public service, and to the result there is no parallel in the history of industry. We are no factor in the high cost of living. In the algebraic sum that represents the increase in the cost of living, -we are a negative quantity. In no other line of industry will you find such a history; such a record. I say it, seriously, confidently and with pride. And it has come through conscientious work and the adventurous investment of enormous sums of stockholders' money. We do not assert an altruistic motive, but we believe that our accomplishment to the public good justifies our claim that we are in the best sense public servants.
The business of the manufacture and supply of illuminating gas is about one century old. From the beginning it has been an important factor in community life. This importance has enormously increased during the last quarter of a century. To-day, no factor more important enters into the life of the urban popu-lation--except perhaps such as have to do directly with the health and peace of the community; and on these a well ordered street lighting system has a highly beneficial influence.
In the earlier years of the industry's life the use of gas was almost exclusively for the production of light. "Candle power" was its mdst important quality. The industry's development has been cQ.incident with that enormous extension of knowledge of physical science which has marked the last century. It has kept pace in growth and development toward scientific perfection with the general industrial movement of the century. And this development has brought gas very largely into fields of usefulness where its heating power is its most valuable characteristic. It has become, decade by decade, more important to the prosperity of communities. Since the beginning of this century, and mainly through the convenience and cheapness of gas as a heating agent, the industry has increased in importance as a social factor in measure greater probably than .has any other industry. This largely has come through the introduction of gas for cooking and water heating to city kitchens and particularly to the kitchens of people whose related women folk do the family cooking. A little thought will convince you that the 36o,ooo gas equipped kitchens now in the city in which I am writing must represent the release of a host o.f women from a large measure of the drudgery of their lives. But unless you have had definite information on the subject you probably do not realize how great is the saving of time and labor. Careful observation justifies the statement that the use of gas for cooking and water heating saves an average of about one hour a day of the time of one woman or girl cook in each of 360,000 homes. One hour a day release from the duties of fire building, coal carrying, ash removing and the consequent cleaning of vessels, implements and surroundings; and one hour per cook per .day is over eighty years of twelve hour days--eighty years of twelve hour days of woman's disagreeable labor saved each day in one city by the use of gas heated domestic appliances! Statesmen and economists must recognize this as certainly a factor of the highest importance, and as marking the continuance and extension of the industry as essential to the maintenance and development of the best condition of urban life. And in this time of stress, with need in war work for every available hour and unit of energy, this eighty years of woman's hard and disagreeable labor economized per day in one city is an enormously valuable asset to the nation.
With the war the gas industry has become the principal source of some of the most important raw materials of explosives. About 3o per cen,t, of the hydrocarbon bases of t,he explosives now being used by us and our allies are coming from gas manufacturing plants. Thus in war the industry contributes one of the necessities of the nation's protection, as at all times it supplies one of the comforts of modern domestic urban life. These two uses for gas with their beneficent influence on .women's lives and on the security of the nation, and with the economy of the material resources of the nation which are incident to them, so clearly mark gas service as one of the necessities of modern life that I regard them as proving the claim expressed by Mr. Fisher that its development and control is one of the primary obligations of government. I feel it is not necessary to dwell upon the importance of gas as an illuminant in millions of homes and on thousands of miles of highways, and its wide and growing use as a labor and material economizing source of heat in scores of industries--many of them industries essential to the conduct of modern warfare.
This relation'of the gas industry to the public good has come to full recognition in this country only within the last quarter of a century. The importance to the public welfare of insuring its efficiency and prosperity, and these at the lowest possible cost to the user of gas, is now no longer a matter of debate. The realization of this importance to the public welfare has found most recent expression in 1:he formation of state commissions-whose functions we are now considering.
The political history of the gas industry shows that from its earliest days the general effort of governmental bodies has been to secure the establishment and maintenance of the industry --however unwise and ungenerous has sometimes been governmental treatment of gas supplies of apparent prosperity. The gas industry's political history is the story of governmental effort first to establish, next to regulate by unelastic provisions and competition, and finally, through commissions or so-called "sllding scale" agreements, intelligently to develop and regulate the business of gas supply.
The history of this governmental effort must be of interest to the student of public utilities in their relation to governnaent and to people. Ab9ut the beginning of the nineteenth ,century certain philosophers and experimenters in Great Britain and France were brought by their studies and experiments to believe that it was possible to manufacture and to distribute to the inhabitants of cities a source of light and heat that would .be always ready for use, require no storage on the premises of the user, be measured as used, and leave no ashes or other undesirable evidence of its presence and use. Some few men of financial means were among the believers. The realization of this belief, which Napoleon characterized as "Une grande folie," and Walter Scott called the "Dream of a mad man," came with "the introduction of illuminating gas to London under a charter granted in I8r2 in the name of George III, King of Great Britain.
While a few dreamers had had faith, the public had scoffed. Parliament, when finally brought to realize how great might be the importance to the community of such a service as the dreamers prophesied, was. liberal in the terms giveu to the speculative investors. The charter granted the "Gas Light and Coke Con> pany"--the first gas charter ever granted anywhere--imposed no restrictions except that the extent of the experiment, and therefore of the possible loss, was limited by limiting the amount of capital permitted to be raised. In the fixing of the price and quality and of conditions of supply .the Company was left to the exercise of its own judgment and will. Regulation was impracticable from any point of view. Nobody knew, or could know, what it would cost to. make gas, what the quality of the gas would ,be, nor even in what terms of comparison the quality would be expressed. Nor was it known what measure of con> petition the gas supply would find in candles and whale oil--the illuminants of that time. It was seen that a gas supply as fo.recast would be highly useful and it was known that it would have to commend itself in price and quality in order to make head against other sources of nocturnal illumination.
Also, it was known that great latitude must be allowed investors in an enterprise generally prophesied to be doomed to failure. Such investo.rs must have the expectation of unusual profit if their enterprise pro.ve serviceable to the public, to bal-ance against the certainty of total loss if the general expectation of failure were realized.
The corporation was given power to experiment with quality and price. Whatever course seemed to offer the fairest prospect of profit, it was free to pursue. In view of the undeveloped state of the art involved, no other course could be expected to secure the establishment of the industry. No other course would give investors such hope of financial reward as to induce them , to the precarious investment.
Briefly, the governmental purpose was the establishment of gas service if it were physically and commercially possible. It was a wise purpose, and they went the right way about it.
The earlier years of the enterprise were lean years, indeed. Apparatus was experimental and inadequate. There were no meters. The gas company sold gas at first by contract at a price per burner, called a "gas rental." The ease with which the supplier could be cheated invited cheating, and the quarrels over bills that arose from the lack of certain means of measuring the service rendered, made the gas business of those years an irritation, certainly, to all concerned, and probably a demoralization as well.
But in 1817 a small dividend was earned, and the success of the theretofore experimental enterprise appeared assured. Doubtless, the adventurous men who had provided the funds for the enterprise expected in peace to reap the financial reward for their sagacity, as probably already they were reaping in the respect of their fellow citizens a reward for their courageous public spirit. ~But trouble was brewing for them. T,heir success bred a desire in others, less courageous, to share the profits of the industry, at that time believed to be prospectively enormous.
The Parliament then perceived that the corporation, which had been invested with the right to occupy the sub-soil of the streets was enjoying therein what was and would continue a de facto monopoly as long as no further parliamentary action was had, and would likely prove ,highly successful in its business.
The importance of protecting the gas user from the results of wasteful management and inordinate profits was emphasized by a class of investors who sought to. share irt the profits of an industry they had not had the courage to initiate.
The benefits to flow to all interests, state, citizen and in-vestor, from creating the gas industry a regulated monopoly and its capital a safe and profitable investment, were not realized, or were ignored. The Parliament, being not less susceptible, perhaps, than are Parliaments of our own time to the ever fearsome cry of blindness to the people's interest, ~hastened to give evidence of its interest in the quickest and most obvious way.
The obvious remedy for monopolistic evils being competition in kind, and the danger of unregulated monopoly being emphasized, without intelligent suggestion of the merit of established regulation, competition in kind was established. Competition ran its full course in London. Ten years after the formation of the first gas company there were four companies supplying that part of the-city lying north of the Thames. Later there were thirteen gas companies with mains in the streets of London. In many streets there were three lines, and in some streets four lines of rival mains. This competition failed of its purpose. Rates were higher in London and service was poorer than in provincial cities, where the industry was a monopoly. Dividends, when existent at all, were small. Finally the nuisance to the public became intolerable, and in I86O the Metropolis Gas Act, permitting a districting of the territory, was passed, and c~mpetition ended. This was soor~ followed by gradual amalgamation of the thirteen companies--mainly into two. great corporations-one operating north of the Thames and one south of the Thames. From the date of the last amalgamation the po.litical history of the London gas industry is the story of effort to encourage investment in gas shares (for extensions and improvements), and to maintain the least possible selling price for gas consistent therewith. This has been secured in London through the operation of the "Sliding Scale" and "Auction Clauses" established by Acts o.f Parliament.
I am not given enough time to discuss the various governmental experiments prior to the adoption of the sliding scale principle of control, nor to enter far into the detail of the operation of this admirable device. Briefly, the first purpose of the sliding scale was to encourage investment in the business at the lowest obtainable rates by taking advantage of the competition of the entire unemployed capital 0f the nation, while stinmlating this competition by offering the stock issued for new capital at VOL. I86, NO. III6,--53 auction. The second purpose was to enlist the self interest of owners of gas shares in the effort to reduce rates for gas by providing that t,he dividends permitted to be distributed--if earned mshould vary inversely as the selling price for gas was varied. This plan secured money for improvements at the lowest possible rates, and because o.f the security of the investment these have been very low. It protected the investor, and resulted in almost unbelievably low prices for gas. This for forty years. The war has temporarily unhinged the scheme, because the great increase in the cost of labor and materials compelled a cost and a selling price at which no dividends ai'e possible under the sliding scale provisions. If the price per ton of gas coal (less credit for residuals) and the price per ho.ur for common labor had been made factors in the formula for controlling the price, as might easily have been and as has been provided in part by an act of the Australian Federal Parliament, the sliding scale would have continued to do justice to public and corporation in this time of war, as during the last forty odd years o.f comparative peace.
All British gas companies, not operating under the sliding scale, have to go. to Parliament for power to. raise new capital, and t'herefore at irregular intervals come under governmental investigation and regulation. This is briefly and broadly the po.litical history of the gas industry in Great Britain in so far as that history has to do with the regulation and protection of gas companies, and the encouragement of extensiort of gas service. It is not necessary to my purpose to discuss .the tendency to municipal purchases of gas undertakings, which was quite pronounced about twentv-fix, e years ago, but has had little force for many years.
America, in the main, escaped the evils of competition in gas supply in the earlier "years of the industry, but this was not through intelligent governmental efforts at regulation and pro-. tection, and it was at the cost of all the ills that come with the exercise of an unregulated de jure monopoly. Indifference on the part of the servants of the monopolistic corporation, neglect of effort to reduce cost of service so long as dividends were earned, on the part of the owners--irritation ,born of suspicion of all this o.n the part o.f the buyer,, and, worst of all, suspicion, ~.nd angry, unreasoning charges of dishonest metering--of these is unregulated monopoly the fruitful mother. It is to the credit of -the men who controlled the American gas industry through the monopolistic days that there was little justification for charges of indifference and inefficiency--as there never was any justification for charges o.f dishonest metering.
American cities found it generally necessary .to the first enlistment of capital in the local establishment of the industry to grant monopolistic rights for limited period. Rarely, the÷e was a quality provision in these early franchises. As t,hese franchises expired they were renewed but generally without the monopolistic feature and generally with unelastic regulatory clauses of varying character included. The owners had necessarily to take practically what renewal te:rms were offered them, and some were taken with great misgiving. But the great growth in population of American cities and the greater growth in the sales of gas--mainly due to the intelligent persistence of gas companies to develop its use as fuel--has enabled these co.mpalfies t'o maintain a measure of prosperity t,hro.ugh a period of rising costs and of ,generally lowering income per unit of product.
About the year of 188o, the so-called Lowe Water Gas Process for making a superior quality of gas from anthracite eoal or .coke and the then otherwise valueless distillates of petroleum was invented and became the ground for the formation of many companies in co.mpetitiorL with others already in the field. These competing companies have all been combined with their one time competitors. There was, at the time, a wastage of capital through the format~o.n of these competing companies, but by the increase in use of gas, since realized, the apparatus, mains, etc., of the combined companies have become necessary to the service.
The above brief and rough sketch of the history of the gas industry shows, I think, that as a factor in the development of home comfort and street safety it has ~had some pretty crude treatrfient. Yet the gas companies generally have beelq able to earn dividends and the citizens have had good service. It has been~ a growing business, and, like a growing boy, has been able to survive the diseases and spankings of infancy and childhood.
The industry, and the company and governmental effort to make the industry "an effective instrument for the service of the individual citizen," have now a perspective. We may see the good accomplished, the mistakes made. It is too late to prevent the ills consequent upon the earlv mistakes, but most of these mistakes have run their course and no longer hinder progress. We may learn somewhat from them. The effort of governing bodies, as directed toward gas undertakings, though often blundering, and sometimes vengeful, has generally had the right purpose--the purpose to secure and to continue, first, gas service; second, low-priced gas service, and finally high grade gas service, at as low cost to the user as possible. Through such encouragement as has been given the industiT, it has been sought to secure a measure of relief, of easement of ,the labors of the people. More comfort, less labor, in the home and in the shop. More safety on the streets at night. More money on hartd after bills have been paid. Wiser treatment would have resulted in more accomplishment. But the purpose at all periods, though not in all individual cases, has been the advancemen.t of the general good. T~he methods too often have been harsh; almost uniformly, in this country, they have been rigid. But now we have in commission contro.1 an elastic medium, uniting the corporation and the public interest, and from such control we may, and do, expect continued development of the great industry and the best practicable service to the public at t'he lowest possible cost--long strides toward reaching the goal established by Mr. Fisher's pronouncement.
W,hat must be done to insure the realization of this expectation-to insure that gas companies shall be and continue such "effective instruments" as Mr. Fisher defines--is our problem in so far as we have to do with public utility commissions, or with the operation of gas properties. Our answer has to do first with the provision of plant.
An adequate generating plant and a system of street mains that reaches the dwelling of every citizen within the limits of Mr. Fisher's "organized comnmnity" who desires gas service and is able and willing to pay the cost of rendering it to him, are essential parts of an "effective instrument for the service of the individual citizen," and~ "for the development ,of the community."
Since the first step toward effective gas service is (he provision of a suitable and adequate plant, and since capital is necessaw to such provision, gas companies must have means of'raisir~g capital as needed for extensions and improvements, or they will not be able to perform the functions which Mr. Fisher characterizes as a municipality's "primary obligation to secure."
And here we must realize the great shift of responsibility for the development of the industry that has come with the creation of public utility commissions.
When character of service and price of gas were under its own control, a gas company, accepting a franchise, accepted an obligation to provide and maintain a plant adequate to the demand for the service it supplied in the community it served. Its obligation was to be ready for the demand as it came, if reasonably foreseeable, and to. get ready with dispatch for unforeseeable demands. The proper performance of these duties is a very serious matter. On it depends some measure of the welfare of millions of people--and the security of millions of invested savings of scores of thousands of people. Since the creation of public utility commissions, endowed with the sole power of control of rates and capitalization, the obligation of a gas company to be ready to supply gas to all in its territory willing to pay the cost of service is no longer unqualified. It is obvious that as the control of the character of service and price of gas have now been taken from the gas companies, the companies themselves cannot any longer create the conditions necessary to insure such profits as will invite c~tpital to the enterprise. The obligation to provide a plant adequate to the demands that may be made upon it is now conditioned upon the opportunity being insured the company to earn and divide among its stockholders such profits as shall make its securities a desirable investment in a competitive money market. This opportmaity is now dependent on commission action. It is now therefore the duty of a commission to determine and order that combination of character of service and price of gas which will be so prophetic of profits as to command the capital necessary to enable gas companies to meet the demands upon them. In the view of the gas industry, and in view of Mr. Fisher's pronouncement, this is the great significance of the change from company to commission comrol.
No manmpresent stockholder or other--is required or may be forced to provide the necessary capital; ~he must be persuaded. There is butone way to persuade him. It is to make the investment so attractive that capital will seek it. This is in the hands of the commission. The gas company has little to do with it beyond foreseeing the necessity and presenting its petitions and arguments to the commission. If the commission fails to order such price and conditions of service as will earn the dividends necessary to attract capital in a competitive money market, there will be no capital pro.vided, and there will be no extension of service. There will .be a s'hortage of a necessary service in the community, and the commission will have failed in its most important function. It remains the duty of gas companies to provide such service as is ordered with the,least practicable expenditure of labor and material.
The timidity of capital has passed into. proverb. In considering the course to be followed, to insure that capital will come to our undertaking, we must remember that men will not invest in an industry which is under a cloud, or with even a remote (if perceived) danger o.f entire o.r partial confiscation of property or of profits.
Industries are normally in competition for capital in the money markets of the world. Before capital will flow into a public utility, opportunity must be assured it to earn, wi~rhout wastage of itself, at least such a measure of return as could be expected from any o.ther use at the time offering. A gas company must have credit of this kind irL .the money markets of the world or it cannot secure the funds for the extensions that are necessary to maintain and extend the service as the demand for gas increases, and to realize economies as the art advances. A gas company can secure credit only through confidence in its future earn.ing power. Since the most potent of the conditions essential to the earning power of the industry are under the commission's absolute control, the prospective investor, whose money is necessary ¢o make and maintain the gas property as art ."efficient instrument," will require before investing to know what the commission has done and is likely to do in the matter. If the investment appeals to him at all, the rate of interest that he will be willing to, contemplate will bear some inverse proportion to the assurance of oi~portunity to earn the rate. Since the interest on the investment is a factor in the price of gas, the more secure the investment the lower the price of gas.
The combination of price and character of service established, must give promise of sufficient gross income to cover all operating expenses, to provide a sinking fund to restore all parts as th@ wear out and to retire any parts that become obsolete or inadequate (but, except in the case of limited term franchise • companies, not to return any part of the investment to the investor), and leave enough net reasonably to insure ability to pay upon existing and proposed investment the rate of interest the money market'at the moment demands from such, investment. Failing t~his, there ~will be no new investment. This appears obvious. If I appear to have unduly and with unnecessary iteration emphasized'this thought, it is because I so realize that lack of ability to secure capital is the greatest danger to the ability of the gas industry to properly serve the public under commission regulation, and because I so much desire to persuade you that the first step toward what Mr. Fisher characterizes the unescapable "primary obligation" of the municipal government, now can be met only b.y the commission--and by it only through the establishment and maintenance of such a combination of quality and price as .will make and keep the business attractive to free money in a competkive market.
Clearly it is to the interest of public and of investor to prevent any avo.idable element of risk, or gambling chance, entering the investment. It is to the general interest--certainly to the public interest--that the investing public should have such confidence in the security of the investmen.t as not to require the hope of abnormal profits to induce it to buy gas shares for extensions of service. This confidence will be strongest and rate of interest and price of gas lowest where previous investn~nt has had protection.
It is impossible to determine universally applicable, or even generally applicable, standards of price, quality of product and character of service best to be established--that combination which will give to. the consumer the greatest benefi,t per dollar paid. The materials of manufacture available for use so differ in kind and co.st throughout the country that standards of quality and price best~ suited for one state or .city may be impracticable for another state or city, and costs of operation will vary with the volume of the business. But there are certair~ general principles governing these and other matters under commission con,trol and applicable to all situations. These should have mention, and I shall make such brief reference to them as my time permits.
Permanence of tenure should be assured to gas companies.
A company o.f limited life must provide from its earnings a fund to retire at the end of its life all investments made in its property less its prospective selling value, and this provision will correspondingly increase the cost of gas. 1 The selfish interest of each gas company should be enlisted in the effort for low rates and good service. The public interest in this extends beyond the class of gas consumers--for a low selling price means a low cost, and a low cost means the conservation of the human and material resources of the nation.
I11 the general interest there should be the~establishment of such standards of quality and service as will permit the widest selection of materials and methods of manufacture practicable for the locality and leave the broadest possible: scope for the exercise of engineering skill. This will also. tend to national conservation, as well as to reduction of costs.
Character of product and quality of service should .be established under penalties sufficiently heavy to insure compliance and systems of inspection under competent men .should be established adequate to the detection o.f violations of established regulations.
Established selling prices nmst be sufficient to permit such a margin of divisible profit as will insure further investment as needed in a competitive mo.ney market.
When a gas company seeks to raise new capital for additions or betterments to its plant, it should be compelled to show the necessity of /the proposed expenditures and that each dollar of new investment made and securities issued will add a dollar of value to the property. Uniform systems o.f accounting and reporting should be adopted.
Further than these things regulation should no.t go. These things having been establis.hed, it should be left for the company to work out its own salvation, and it will be found to the general good to encourage hope in the gas man's breast and to permit special effort and speciM efficiency to reap a special reward, as
Where the price o.f gas fixed has not yielded the surplus earnings necessary to the creation of a fund for the retirement of the investment in a plant operated under a limited franchise, the commission concerned must in justice and in the general interest, protect the owner from the loss that would follow if the municipality at the expiration of the franchise took advantage of the situation to acquire the property for less than its value, or to impose an unprofitable franchise extension on the company. under ttie "sliding scale." It is by leaving with the corporation officials all the latitude consistent with the enforcement of regulations as to. standards and rcttes--all possible initiative--all possible hope of coincidentally serving stockholders and public--that the best and ablest men will be attracted to the service--and the: lowest rates, assured to the consumer.
The per cent. of return necessary as an expectatiott to secure the investment of new dollars is the per cent. that for equity and for the accomplishment of purpose must be allowed to be earned on the entire value of the property devoted to the public use; that is, the value in dollars with' which the new dollars by their investment are merged.
An indus,tD/s credit is dependent in large part or~ the record of its financial past--on what return, what per cent. of its value, it has been able and permitted to divide. This value then must have an important place in the commission's formula for the determination of the price to be charged for gas.
I wish I might discuss at length the various practiced and prop.osed methods of arriving at this value of existing properties as a step in the process of determining the cents per thousand ~lbic feee~ necessary to include in the price of gas for return on capital, but, though this is of the first importance, time forbids. It is of the first importance to the public because upon the justice of the determination will depend, on the one hand, the ability o.f the company concerned to raise money for extensions, and, on the other, the ability of consumers to obtain gas at the lowest possible cost.
Though I am n,ot given the time adequately to discuss these various methods of valuation, some of the factors are so important and so far from general agreement that I think I must present them, though at the risk of out-wearing your patience.
After a commission has decided what rate per cent. of profit is necessary to do justice to present investment and to insure future investment, its next step will be the determination of the a.motm.t upon which this rate is to be earned. This step is generally called the "valuation" of the property, and it must be taken as one of the preliminaries to the final step--fixing the price.
No man may dogmatize on methods o.f valuation--there have beert too many intelligent differences of opinion .to permit that. I give my tho.ugbts on the question with full recognition of this truth.
If the problem concerned a company starting all new, it would be simple. The commission would keep a.n account of the expenditures of money from whatever source derived, in construction, in the development of the business, or otherwise; of the value of the property acquired other than by purchase, if any ; of all issuance o.f securities for service rendered or for property; and o.f the interest on each of these during the period of construetion and during the period of developmen~ to the point of earning the predetermined rate of profit. The sum of these items, ,less such amount o.f interest as might be earned during the period of development, would be the value of the pr.operty upon which the predetermined rate o.f profit should be earned.
In the majority of instances of companies of many years' operation this amount of actual and properly to be capitalized investment cannot be determined from the bo.oks. Even if the books disclo.se all capitalized expenditures, they will fail to reveal great numbers of expenditures, some on ot~her than constru~ztion account, many on the lesser betterments and extensions made from the funds of the companies, properly capital charges, but not capitalized on the books. Also there may have been expenditures not capital in c~haracter but capitalized on the books where loose systems o.f accounting have prevailed. So in the majority of cases that will come before comnlissions the properly capitalizable investment cannot be had from the books of account. Under these circumstances the most practicable way of determining the alnount upon which the determined rate of interest shall be earned is by inventory and by valuation of inventory, part by part. We are able to inventory and thus to value the physical property within a very small per cent. of accuracy, and having this value fo.r the physical property we may make additions thereto of other items that co.st money or securities to. pro.vide and that add to the amount upon which interest must be earned, if investment in the property is to be attractive. Among these are working capital and going value, discussed below, banking charges, organization expenses etc., and interest on each .item of cost during the period of development to the point of profitable operation. The sum of these items is not the value of the property as this value will be when the price of gas and the resultant earnings are known, but it is a figure upon which reasonably to base the estimate of earnings necessary to do justice to the present owner, and to make the business attract the savings of others. The real estate we may value at once by comparison with similar properties similarly located. The structures may be inventoried and their costs determined. I think that we can arrive at the cost of structures to the company in no way better than by determination of cost to build--if with physical ,conditions, such as pavement, rock, grading, etc., as they existed at the time of construction. And I believe that the average prices prevailing over a period of five years will come very near the average of the actual prices paid through the life of the property, as part by part it. has been acquired or erected. This would certainly be very nearly true for any period of five years other than the immediate past, with its great advance in the cost of everything, and for which allowance must be made. I believe that this method of determining the figure for value of property in the formula whose solution is to give the price at which gas must be sold, will do justice to the consumer, to the present owner and will be satisfactory to the prospective investor. I do not know of any other method so promising.
There are instances in which franchises have a vahle for capitalization in the hands of their present owners. These are special cases, too various for general discussion.
I think it is important here to discuss briefly the oft-discussed questions of t,he effect on value of pavements and of accruing depreciation.
Some courts of high authority, in w;hat I think a rather vague effort to find a basis for a guess at value, have made lists of various compositions of items--so-called "relevant facts"--to be given consideration, though not necessarily to control, in determining the value of the property devoted to the public use. In these lists is included as a factor to be considered the expenditures necessary to build the plant as existing at the time of valuation. This is ca.lled "replacement cost."
The existence of pavement on the streets adds materially to the otherwise cost of replacing mains and services. \V,here this "replacement .cost" is used as one of the "relevant facts" to be given consideration, the cost of exi,sting pavement must be included, if "replacement cost" is to have its full and proper influence with the other "relevant facts" on the final mental conception which the advocates of this method fo.rm of value. But, since pavements laid subsequent to the laying of mains now under them 'have added neither to the investment of the owner nor to life or capacity of the mains, I do not believe it is necessary to include the cost of such pavement in the amount upo~ which interest must be earned in order to do justice or to insure that confidence ir~ the security of the investment which .will result in futher investment, as needed. I hold this view tho.ugh in some cases courts and oommissions appear to have held otherwise. The added cost of operation, due to the existence of pavement 'with the necessity of occasionally .cuCting it for repairs to piping and the interest on the cost of mains laid in temporarily unprofitable territory to keep ahead of paving operations, must appear in the formula for determining the selling price of gas. Another much-disputed question is whether a plant valuation should take into account the so-called, and unfortunately so-called "accrued depreciation." As I see it, a commission properly insisting upon a plant being kept in condition to render ioo per cent. service cannot consistently deduct from .the value of the plant as if new, any sum for "accrued depreciation." I hold this view, thouffh in some cases courts and commissions have held otherwise.
"Accrued depreciation" must not 'be presented as indicating a run down o.r deteriorated condition for effciency or for service, for this would be to mislead. Rather it must be regarded as indicating an accruing and not yet matured, obligation of the owner of the plant to, renew the plant, part by part, when necessary to maintain its efficiency and service-rendering value.
The consuming public's account with the owner of a gas plant stands always properly chargeable with the cost of the plant as if new, because as time elapses between the date when the plant was new and the date it will become necessary to restore any part, the reduction in the period of its useful life, which will be occurring, is offset, coincidently and commensurately, by the accruing obligation o.f the owner to renew the part when its period of satisfactory .service is past. He has this obligation accruing--and he has also, throughout the life of the plant, his full original investment. He cannot escape this obligation as maturing, which in a large plant for some one or more items of construction is a matter of almost daily occurrence, without impairing, and perhaps destroying, 'the utility and earning capa.city of his entire plant. Nothing in the industry is more certain than the renewal o.f parts as they :wear out. It may be that the owner has wisely set aside each year a certain part of his earnings against the date of renewal of the larger structures. But whether or not he has foreseen and provided for the time of renewal, it wi:l! come, and almost daily as it does come, he has to provide the cost from other sources than additional capitalization. Therefore, if we .deny to the owner the opportunity to earn interest on ~the full reproduction value of his plant, that is, its cost if new --his investment--we compel him .to devote a part of his investnient to the public use without compensation, and we insure that he and they who know of his experience will avoid thereafter any similar investment. He has t~hrough the years an investment equal to the reproduction cost of the plant. Thro.ugh the years he gives to the public a service not inferior to that rendered by a plant entirely new; for the signal for renewal of a part is the immediately pro,spective inadequacy of ,~he part to-continue to give good service. To renew any part while it is still capable of giving good service would be a waste of money and involve an added cost to the consumer. Before making any further investment the owner will require assurance that his earnings through the years will be upon ~he full amount invested. In return the service given will be as if from a new plant in all ,other respects similar.
The co.st of current maintenance of the plant--of restoring parts as they wear out--is necessarily an operating charge and will appear in the cost of the gas. I believe that all courts and commissions that have considered this question agree in this.
In addition to the physical structures are certain items of cost of establishing an operating gas company properly to be capi,talized and return a profit. Among them are working capital--a very tangible thing--and "going value," a so-called "intangible." The amount of each of these items of cost will vary with the extent of the operations of the company and somewhat with other local conditions. If they, or any items of value, are omitted or slighte4 in making up the to.tal, value o.f a plant, with a resulting total below the fair and reasonable, the rate per cent. of return upon that total earned and divided must be made correspondingly higher before new capital will be interested. Free capital will not move until satisfied that the value with w'hich it is proposed to merge it is having full and fair co'nsideration.
"Going value" is a particularly interesting subject for discussion, and I regret to. leave it with such scant mention.
These briefly are my ideas on some of the items in the valuation of a gas property. There is much more to be said of them, and there are other items of importance in .our general problem that must have your attention at some time. Among these, and of great importance, is the method of arriving at the probable cost to produce and deliver the gas. Again, I regret not to. be able to discuss them all to a conclusion.
, So far this discussion of the duties of public utility commissions has ,comprehended only the, conditions of normal times. It is important to consider the duty o.f state gas commissions to the public and to the gas industry as affected by the unprecedented conditions created by the great war. I believe we will agree that the war has provoked an immediate need for help to tide .our industry over the financial rocks and shoals that threa,ten to cripple it in its hour of greatest usefulness to individual and to nation.
The current rates for gas were fixed under conditions of costs greatly different jfrom the present. In most instances there now are not sufficient earnings for dividends, and in many instances the receipts are not sufficient for the payment of operating costs. Practically nowhere do the earnings support the credit necessary to enable operating companies to meet the demands for new construction or for the renewal o.f maturing obligations.
The slow .and exact processes of commission regulation, entirely proper and to be desired by all concerned in time of peace, must be temporarily abandoned to meet the exigencies of war times. That such exigencies exist is one of the many unfortunate conditions created by the war, and it is a condition which must be recognized and rectified. It is an unusual condition and calls for unusual treatment. The logical remedy appears to be in line with precedents already established--the arbitrary fixing o.f rates and standards as a war measure by the war-making authority--t~he Federal Government. The power to declare and carry on war carries with it by implication the power to adopt the measures necessary for the successful prosecution of the war. One of the measures necessary for the successful prosecution of the war is the maintenance of necessary industries. The industry which we are discussing is essential to the development of the full power of the nation. It cannot be maintained without immediate and radical changes in standards or rates, or bothl It cannot be extended to meet the increased demands of war times without assistance.
If the abo.ve be sound, this is a matter with which the Federal Government must concerrt itself. The present duty of state commissions appears to be to sympathetically aid the gas companies so far as may be in their efforts to serve the people as well as conditions permit, in these months of difficulty, and to encourage and second the Federal Government in any action it may take toward maintaining or re-establishing the financial credit of the industry. But, since public utility commissions are directly charged with the responsibility to the people to. maintain and develop the industry, protecting the citizen in his right to a gas supply and the supplier in his right to a profit, they are not doing their full duty, unless in the absence of Federal action, or pending Federal action, they take full care of these their charges.
It is probable that at this time no, opportunity for investment that does not involve the patriotic motive, or offer a prospect of returns far greater than may he hoped from any public utility stock, will attract capital. It is improbable that free capital can be induced to investment in extensions to gas plants to meet conditions of demand that may cease with the war. Yet, for the certain success of the war, such extensions must be made. Also, if gas companies could, unassisted, raise the funds necessary, it is not just to require of them that 'they make extensions of plant that will cease to be pro.fitable as soon as the war ends--and may so remain indefinitely. The discussion of this point is academic --for gas companies cannot raise money for such purposes. It is out of their power. The Government, Federal or State, must advance the money. It should be arranged on terms that insure that the gas company concerned ultimately shall repay the full value to it of the governmentally financed extensions.
The British gas companies, naturally having suffered greatly from the wa,r-created conditions in the labor and materials markets, ~have sought relief in Parliament, and a Parliamentary committee has reported on the matter. The first paragraph of its report reads :
"That, wit.h the view of maintaining in the public interest the stability of gas undertakings, some provisions should be made for the temporary modification of statutory requirements with regard to price and dividends in the case of gas undertakings whose financial circumstances have been injuriously affected by causes arising out of the war." The military importance of maintaining the ,credit of public service industries in this time of war is recognized by Hon. John Skelton Williams, Comptroller of the Currency, who in his annual report to the Congress says :
, "The .corpo.ra:tions referred to supply light, heat, power and electric railway transportation for passengers and freight. They touch intimately the daily life of the people ..... Now they are threatened with ruin. If they are allowed to sink into ineffi.ciency, much of the most important war work of the Government will be crippled or paralyzed.
". . . . It is essential that forbearance and consideration be exercised by the State commissions and municipal authorities, and that the corporations also be permitted to make such additions to their charges for service as .will keep, in them the brea~h of solvency, protect their owners against unjust loss, and give them a basis of credit on which they may obtain the funds with which to meet the strain put on them by the Government's needs. T.he breaking down of these co,rporations would be a national calamity.
"Because of the gravity of the situation in this regard, I am moved to ask for it the careful attention of the Congress and the public. I am impressed with the importance of early consideration by the Congress of some :measure to provide directly o.r indirectly for advance of funds on some conservative basis to such of these corporations as need help most urgently, so. that they can give adequate service to the Government. The remedy would be unusual ; but the times are unusual."
By Secretary McAdoo in a letter to the President: "Our p,ublic service utilities are closely connected with and are an essential part of o u,r preparations for and successful prosecution of the war, and the unfavorable tendencies which the accompanying papers reveal may most effectively be checked, wherever t,hey may be foun4 to exist, and the needed relief obtained, only by prompt action on the part of the respective local authorities. "I earnestly hope that you may feel jus,tified in expressing the conviction that the vital part which the public utilities comp,anies represent in the life and war-making energy of the nation ought to receive fair and just recognition by State and local authorities." By Presiden.t Wilson in a letter to Secretary McAdoo. : "I fully share the views you express regarding the importance of the public utilities as a part of our national equipment, especially in war time. It is essential that these utilities should be maintained at their maximum efficiency and that everything reasonably possible should be done with that end in view."
Since the abo.ve declarations of authority were written, it has been announced from \¥ashington that the Federal Government will not undertake the fixing of prices of public utility companies. On this subject, and referring particularly to trolley and lighting companies, Mr. Tumulty has recently written the LM.ayor o.f New Orleans in part as follows :
"The conditions under which such companies operate in different parts of the .country vary by so wide a variation that no common rule, it would appear, or method of relief could be applied to them. And it is the President's judgment that it is imperatively necessary that local and State authorities should take the action necessary for immediate relief." Therefore, the obligation of protecting the public service industries on this vital point and in this critical hour remains with the State commissions. Mr. Wilson and his aids have amply set out the necessity for action.
The public utility operators confidently expected that the recently formed War Finance Corporation would greatly aid them in overcoming their war-created difficulties of raising money for demanded extensions, but the construction of the language of the bill by the directors of the Corporation and by the Attorney General of the United States has disappointed this expeotation. The War Finance Corporation is not able to lighten this portion of the load of responsibility now resting on public utility commissions.
The opportunity for helpful work toward Mr. Fisher's ideal irL the office of public ut.ilities commissioner can hardly be overstated, whether in time of war o.r in time of peace.
The old distrust and antagonism between gas companies and VOL. 186, NO. 1110--54 their customers, distressing to bo.t!h, were born of misunderstandings. Some measure of misunderstanding is inevitable between the purveyor and purchaser o.f a commodity that is used as wanted--without coincident knowledge of the amount being used --and paid for as the use is indicated on a device of the purveyor, little understood and altogether unchecked by or for the customer. Such distrust and antagonism have greatly diminished in recent years and must entirely disappear and mutual confidence and co-operation be established, if under wisely administered commission rule with its assurance of justice to seller and purchaser, and its element o.f hope for atl. The dignity of the office of Commissioner in control of an industry must be in proportion to the importance of the industry's part in the life of the people. A call to take on the duties of a Public Utility Commissioner is a call to an obligation to protect, develop and regulate an industry vast and important to the citizen and to the State; it is a call to a position of great dignity and of the highest potential usefulness.
In the office of Commissioner, bearing the delegated authority of the State--clothed with well-nigh sovereign powers over one of the greatest and most useful industries of modern days, with a large measure of the comfort and safety of millions of people, and the security of hundreds of millions o,f invested savings depending upon his judgment and good intent, in such a position any man--however great his attainments, however exalted .his character, may find full opportunity for the exercise of his highest faculties and the satisfaction of his highest ambitions. It is a position of heavy responsibility to be desired only by men of clear and open minds, who feel in themselves the power of self sacrifice for a cause. Not even on the .bench does character more become a man ; and whatever we may say of aims to be attained, standards to be adopted, systems to be followed, now that gas companies are under commission rule, we must depend upon the character of the commissioners for escape from the usual deadening effect of the governmental hand on industry and for the success of the effort to. make and maintain the public service corporations what Mr. Fisher nominates "effective instruments for the service of the individual citizen and the development of the organized community." 'There is no place on a punic utility commission for a faddist or a demagogue.
